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A systemic view of systems thinking

Theory that underpins Enterprise Architecture
You are free to show and share this slide show as a whole, unedited
Last updated Monday, November 11th, 2019
For our next System Theory tutorial in London: email grahamberrisford@gmail.com
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This slide show

Avancier

► Takes a systemic look at system concepts
► Disambiguates several terms that appear in systems thinking
► Holistically joins up concepts in
■ cybernetics
■ complexity science and
■ enterprise architecture.
► Favors a scientific viewpoint
► Doesn’t cover every branch of "systems thinking"
■ some of which is mystical or metaphysical
■ or misinterprets or misapplies scientific terms
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Core points to be addressed
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► To apply system theory to real-world situations we need to
■ Distinguish an entity from systems it realises
■ Distinguish an actor from roles it plays in systems
► To change or improve a system we need to think about
■ Can a system change itself?
■ How else can an inter-generational change be made?
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To start with
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Some thinkers before systems thinking
►
►
►
►
►

Adam Smith (1723 to 1790) subdivision within and competition between systems.
Charles Darwin (1809 to 1882) system mutation by reproduction with modification.
Claude Bernard (1813 to 1878) homeostatic feedback loops.
Willard Gibbs (1839 – 1903) the development of chemistry into a science.
Vilfredo Pareto (1848 to 1923) the Pareto principle.

► Gibbs defined a system as “a portion of the ... universe which we choose to
separate in thought from the rest of the universe.”
► By this definition, every describable thing is a system

► Here, Gibb’s “portion of the universe” is an entity
► A system is a particular way of looking at an entity
■ “not "what is this thing?" but ‘'what does it do?" Ashby
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Slide show contents
►
►
►
►
►
►
►
►
►
►
►
►
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To start with
On parts and wholes (mereology)
Towards a system of system concepts (Ackoff’s basic ideas)
Some distinctions
Abstraction (Ashby’s basic ideas)
More distinctions
On “complexity science”
On applying cybernetics to a business
The system theory that underpins Enterprise Architecture
A dozen distinctions systems thinkers should draw
Further observations
Postscript: Clemson’s principles of cybernetic management
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19th century sociology
►
►
►
►
►
►
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Herbert Spencer (1820 to 1903) social systems as organic systems.
Emile Durkheim (1858 to 1917) collective consciousness and culture.
Gabriel Tarde (1843 to 1904) social systems emerge from the actions of individual actors.
Max Weber (1864 to 1920) a bureaucratic model – hierarchy, roles and rules
Kurt Lewin (1890 to 1947) group dynamics.
Lawrence Joseph Henderson (1878 to 1942) meaning in communication

► Many have presumed a social or business "organization" is
■ like a biological organism
■ a homeostat
■ a bureaucratic machine
► These ideas have influenced systems thinkers for 150 years
► Knocking the ideas down is a game of “Whac-A-Mole”
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Video: https://youtu.be/acx-GiTyoNk

A system as more than “a pattern which connects”
► Von Foerster said much that is axiomatic, and much that is questionable.
► In the video above he proposed a system is “a pattern which connects”.
► He spoke of a three-stage thinking process with two axiomatic steps
■ 1) Separate the whole into parts (from the root “sci”)
■ 2) Connect the parts in a pattern, a system (from the root “sy”)

► And a third questionable step
■ 3) Look not only at the pattern, but at the matrix in which patterns connect.
■ The matrix? Another pattern? Only one matrix? Must patterns connect at all? Or
does mean the entity that realises several patterns/systems?

► A system is “a pattern which connects”
► And here, it is more than that.
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20th century system theory
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► The general concept of a system became a focus of attention after
second world war, and was refined in the period 1940 to 1980.
► Cybernetics (Ashby…)
► System Dynamics (Forrester…)
► General System Theory (von Bertalanffy…)
► For a potted history, read https://bit.ly/2w5XKNK
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Ashby’s Cybernetics: a feedback loop
► Observes or envisages the “essential variables” of an entity, and defines
functions that maintain or advance the values of those variables.

► Feedback loop: the circular fashion in which output flows (or actions)
influence future input flows (or sensations).
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https://systemsandus.com/foundations/why-you-should-think-like-a-modeler/causal-loop-diagram-quiz/

Forrester’s System Dynamics: a Causal Loop Diagram
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► Observes or envisages the state of a system as variable quantities, and defines how
increasing or decreasing each quantity affects each related quantity.

► Stocks (quantities) are increased/decreased by flows (representing events)
See later presentation on System Dynamics
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General System Theory (von Bertalanffy…)
► Divides an entity into parts and observes or envisages how those
parts interact – typically to achieve some aim of the whole entity.
► Core ideas
■ Holism
■ Emergence
■ Organization
●

Meaning structural patterns and/or rules for behavior
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References to GST in the humanities
► In the second half of the 20th century, management scientists (like
Boulding, Ackoff and Clemson) were quick to adopt the terminology of
system theory and “complexity science”
■ “Though it grew out of organismic biology, general system theory soon
branched into most of the humanities.” Laszlo and Krippner.

► Some adopted the words rather than the concepts
► Some cling to the 19th century sociology equation:
■ human “organization” = system.
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Maturana https://www.slideshare.net/Longsthride/74-the-organization-of-the-living-1974

The modern behavioristic view of a system
► Ashby’s system
■ a "functional or behavioristic“ view of an entity.
► Forrester's system
■ a network of inter-quantity dependencies (in “causal loops”).
► Maturana's "organization"
■ a "network of processes“ (in an organism)
► Checkland's system
■ a network of activities (in a "business activity model".

► Change the rules (the behaviors, dependencies, processes or
activities) and you have a new system.
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The modern behavioristic view of a system
► To discuss an entity as a system implies people share a
perspective (in mind or documentation) of what the entity does
► They agree, well enough
■ The scope/boundary of the whole
■ What its parts cooperate to do - some regular behavior.

► E.g.
■ A solar system has planets - which orbit a sun.
■ A digestive system has components (mouth, intestines, liver, pancreas,
blood flow etc.) - which transform food into nutrients and waste.
■ A church has members - who play roles in the church’s "organization"
and services.
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A general system definition
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► Many definitions of a system have been proposed since 1940
► Generalizing from Ackoff, Ashby, Checkland and Forrester
► The system of interest to us here is
a)
b)
c)
d)

a perspective of an entity or phenomena (observed or envisaged)
seen as what it does (behavior) more than what it is (structure)
definable by its state, roles and rules
advanced by actors or components (human and/or other) that interact
by information flows or causal loops.
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Remember this
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► A system can be
a) abstract - a system definition, or
b) concrete - a realization/manifestation of a) in the real world
► A role defines some behavior performed by an actor (not the whole actor)
► A system defines some behavior performed by an entity (not the whole entity).
► So an actor is more than any role they play
► And a role is less than an actor who plays it
► And a system is less than a thing that realizes/manifests it
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On parts
and wholes
Mereology
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What is a “part” of a “whole”?
► The terms are used variously
■ Some “parts” are actors - act to change system state
■ Others are passive structures - are acted on, do not act

Some “parts” are

Other “parts” are

mechanical

intelligent and willful

dedicated to one whole

members of several different wholes

physically contained inside one whole

logically grouped by type or design

in physical contact with each other

connected remotely by gravity, radiation
or communication
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Holism
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► For a whole to be a whole, its parts must be bounded.
■ Physically by a skin, wall or phase boundary
■ Logically by being of a type, by having a membership
identifier, or by design.

► For a whole to be a system, it parts must interact.
■ Parts can be actors, cells, components, stocks or
subsystems of any kind.

► Systems thinkers take a “holistic view” of a thing
■ Look at how the properties of the whole thing “emerge”
from cooperation between its "parts”.
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Environment
System

Emergence
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► A system is composed of two or more related parts (Ackoff)
■ E.g. rider + bicycle + road
► Emergent properties arise from interactions between parts (Ashby)
■ E.g. smooth forward motion

►
►
►
►

If you speak of a thing as a complete whole
with no awareness of or reference to its parts, then
you don’t have a “system” with “emergent properties”
you just have a “thing” with “properties”
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Aside: emergence does not mean unexplained or unexpected
► An emergent property of a whole is not found in a part of it
■ It need not be a surprise; the whole need not be complex
► We expect an electrical motor to rotate
■ Rotation “emerges” from couplings of its parts.
■ It is not found in a magnet, coil or axle.

► We expect a cyclist to move forward
■ Movement “emerges” from couplings of parts
■ It is not found in a rider or bicycle alone.

► We expect a person to be conscious.
■ Consciousness “emerges” from couplings of nervous system elements
■ It is not found in disconnected nerve cells.

► Ironically, emergence only appears (reductionistically) with
reference to parts of the whole.
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1st distinction: Logical boundaries differ from Physical ones
► Parts may be physically
bounded in a whole
► By a skill or wall
■ cell, organism, prison, factory

► By a phase boundary
■ solid in liquid, island ecology

Avancier

► Parts may be logically grouped in a whole
► By being of a type
■ Planets in a solar system, members of a species

► By having a membership identifier
■ Cells in organism (DNA), members of social club,
employees of business.

► By design
■ The elements of a bicycle, symphony, software system

► Distributed parts may interact by gravity,
electromagnetic radiation, or communication of
information.
► So, a communication network may be needed
to enable a system of interest.
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2nd distinction: Holism is Relative rather than Absolute
► Holistic, reductionistic and emergent relate to the scope considered.
► As you zoom in and zoom out, what appears holistic at one level is
reductionistic at another.
Body
Heart

Wind
TN Bridge

In this nested “hierarchy” of things, I see the regular beat of interacting
heart muscles as an emergent property of the whole heart
You see it as an ordinary property of a part of a wider whole (a body).

In this “coupling” of things, I think the flexing of the Tahoma Narrows
bridge is an emergent property of the bridge
You see it is really an emergent property of a wider whole in which some
part(s) of the bridge interact with some part(s) of its environment (the wind).
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The big picture: the universe is a mess of describable systems
► An atom, a cell, an organism
► Each can be seen as a system

Universe

► Infinite wider systems can be identified

Overlapping

Nested
Discrete

Cooperating
& competing

x

Competing

► The biosphere is mess of describable systems
► It grew and survives as a whole because it adapts to change by local incremental
mutations in small-scale parts (organisms)
► Some parts cooperate, some compete
► But well-nigh all organisms have died, and 99.9% of species are extinct
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The importance of information
Encoded in Memories and Messages
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The importance of information processing
► “Connected with system theory is… communication.
► The general notion in communication theory is that of
information.” von Bertalanffy
► Our main interest is in social and business systems in which
animate and/or computer actors remember and exchange
information – in memories and messages
WKID

meaning

Wisdom

the ability to respond effectively to knowledge in new situations

Knowledge

information that is accurate enough to be useful

Information

any meaning created or found in a structure by an actor

Data

a structure of matter/energy in which information has been created
or found (by a sender or receiver)
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For memories: the Conant-Ashby theorem
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► “Every good regulator of a system must be a model of that system”
► Every business database models the state of entities and processes
that the business seeks to monitor and direct.
► It is updated in an I/O feedback loop with that “real world”.
External
Entity

External
Entity

Environment
Monitors

Business
Business
Data

Directs

External
Entity

External
Entity

► EA looks to integrate or synchronise enterprise databases.
► See later presentation on application integration design patterns
http://avancier.website

For messages: Shannon’s Information theory
► Shannon’s theory is used to ensure the integrity of a data structure
is maintained during a transmission process (e.g. by adding
redundant data).
► But it does not address the meaning of the data structure
► It does not guarantee a receiver finds the same meaning as that
which the sender intended to convey.
► Errors can arise due to senders and receivers using
■ different languages
■ different encoding/decoding processes

See later presentation on information and communication
http://avancier.website
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“Power resides where information resides” Adams

Distribution of system resources
► Decision makers want accurate and complete information
► Trouble is, large and complex systems tend to have
■ many distributed subsystems
■ many input channels

► Problems addressed by EA include
■ delays, disintegrities and data analysis difficulties caused by
■ distribution and duplication of system state data
► Local decision makers must make decisions with partial information
► Designers must add “compensating transactions” to undo errors

See later presentation on CAP theorem
http://avancier.website
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“Towards a System of
Systems Concepts”
Ackoff’s basic ideas

“Towards a System of Systems Concepts” 1971
“Re-Creating the Corporation - A Design of Organizations for the 21st Century” 1999
“On The Mismatch Between Systems And Their Models” 2003
(You can probably find and read these on the internet)
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Ackoff’s ideas
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► The first 11 of 32 ideas Ackoff had about systems
► Edited from “Towards a System of Systems Concepts”.
1: System
2: Abstract system
3: Concrete system
4: System state
5: System environment
6: System environment state
7: A closed system
8: System/environment event
9: Static (one state) system
10: Dynamic (multi state) system
11: Homeostatic system
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Ackoff’s basic ideas
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► 1: System: a set of interrelated elements
► All the elements must be related directly or indirectly, else there
would be two or more systems.
► Note this embraces both
■ passive structures (e.g. tables) and
■ activity systems (our main interest).
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Ackoff’s basic ideas
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► 2: Abstract system: a system in which the elements are concepts.
► It may describe an observed reality, or an envisaged reality.
●
●
●
●

●

The Dewey Decimal System
“Solar system”
The laws of tennis
The score of a symphony
A computer program

The map
is not
the territory

► 3: Concrete system: a system of two or more objects.
► A realization (in physical matter/energy) of an abstract system.
●
●
●
●
●

A set of books sorted on library shelves
A set of planets in orbits around a sun
A tennis match
A performance of a symphony
A performance of a computer program
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Ackoff said many systems can be abstracted from one entity
► “Different observers of the same phenomena may conceptualise
them into different systems and environments.” Ackoff
Abstract systems
<create and use>
<represent>
Observers <observe and envisage > Phenomena

Business

► Observers of the same business
► may see different systems that are

Overlapping

Nested
Discrete
Cooperating
& competing
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x

Competing
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Ackoff’s basic ideas
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► 4: System state: the values of a system’s properties at a particular time.
► Its current structure or variable values, which can change over time.
■ Abstract state: a “complex type”, a composite of variables
●

Cyclist Name, Direction, Speed, Gear Number

■ Concrete state: an instantiation of the type, a composite of values
●

Guy Onnerbeich, South, 20 mph, 7

► Ackoff’s terminology
■ “property” = system state variable.
■ “function” = behavior or aim (ambiguous)
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Ackoff’s basic ideas
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► 5: System environment: those [external] elements and their properties
that can change the state of the system, or be changed by the system.
■ “Elements that form the environment… may become conceptualised as systems when
they become the focus of attention.” Ackoff
External
Entity

External
Entity

Environment
Monitors

Business

Directs

Business
Data

External
Entity

External
Entity

► 6: System environment state: the values of the environment’s
properties at a particular time.
■ The values of properties of selected external entities.
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Ackoff’s basic ideas
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► 7: A closed system: one that has no environment.
■ “Such conceptualizations are of relatively restricted use”. Ackoff

► 8: System/environment event: a change to the system
variable values.
■ State changes inside a system are often related to state
changes in its environment.

► (Ackoff did not distinguish events as system inputs from
system state changes caused by those events.)
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Closed System

Generally, how to model open and closed systems?
► Ashby’s general cybernetics
■ addresses open systems that interact by
information flows with each other and
with entities in their environment

► Forrester’s System Dynamics
■ models a closed system of stocks that
interact by flows
■ but do not interact with anything in a wider
environment
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Environment

Inputs

Open
System

Closed System

Outputs

Aside: thermodynamics has a special open/closed terminology
► The walls of an open system allow transfer of energy and matter.
► The walls of a closed system allow transfer of energy (as heat and
as work) but not matter.
► “This definition of terms is not uniformly used, though it is
convenient for some purposes.” Wikipedia

The fluid of
the "working
body"

Carnot engine diagram
TH high temperature furnace
QH an amount of heat
QC the remaining heat
TC the cold sink
W mechanical work on the surroundings, via contractions and expansions.
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Ashby diminished the role of thermodynamics in cybernetics
Design for a Brain, 1954 edition
► Page 43: “We, however, shall be considering systems which are abundantly
supplied with free energy so that no such limitation is imposed.”
► Page 155: "The direction of control has thus no necessary relation to the
direction of flow of either energy or matter."
► Page 179 “We should not attempt to define the environment by some formula
such as ' that which obeys the law of conservation of energy."

Introduction to cybernetics, 1956
► Page 3: "In this discussion, questions of energy play almost no part—the
energy is simply taken for granted. Even whether the system is closed to
energy or open is often irrelevant."
► Page 136: "Sometimes the second law of thermodynamics is appealed to, but
this is often irrelevant to the systems discussed here."
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Ackoff’s basic ideas
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► 9: Static (one state) system: a system to which no
events occur.
► Ackoff’s example is a table, which does experience events;
it can be laid for dinner, painted, stripped and polished, and
have its wonky leg replaced.
► Better called a Passive Structure (as in ArchiMate).

► 10: Dynamic (multi state) system: a system to
which events occur.
► The system of interest to most systems thinkers is not only
■ dynamic – changes state in response to events, but also
■ an activity system - in which actors perform activities.
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Ackoff’s basic ideas
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► 11: Homeostatic system: a static system whose
elements and environment are dynamic.
► Contrary to Ackoff’s definition (whose static system
experiences no events) a homeostat does experience
events, and its state can oscillate around a norm.

► Ackoff’s ideas 9, 10 and 11 are questionable
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21 more of Ackoff’s ideas
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► Go to this System Theory page https://bit.ly/2yXGImr
► Find “Ackoff’s ideas” for analysis of his
■ hierarchies of activities, aims and systems
■ three system classifications: 1971, 1999 and 2003
■ five conditions
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Some distinctions
Abstract systems
<create and use>
<represent>
System thinkers <observe and envisage > Concrete systems
Entities
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“Goal-seeking” (or the appearance of it)
► A system may appear to be goal-driven in that
► Whatever its initial state
► It moves towards the same state and stays there

See later discussion of “self-organization” varieties
http://avancier.website
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3rd distinction: Progression differs from Homeostasis
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► A homeostatic system

► A progressive system

► Maintains its state variables in a range

► Advances its state variables

► E.g. a body maintains its temperature, and
its blood sugar level

► E.g. a game of poker transfers money to
the more skilled players
► E.g. a project completes its deliverables
► E.g. a business aims to double its profit or
turnover

► Many systems thinkers have focused
on system stability and constancy of
state variable values

► (A system may progress its state to the
point where it mutates into a different
system, w different variables and/or rules)
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Video: https://youtu.be/wh7_rxARhJc

A biologist’s perspective, points made by Varela
► Part-to-whole and whole-to-part
■ The actions of parts change the state of the whole.
■ The state of the whole affects the actions of parts.

► Mind and body are inseparable [aka “cognitive embodiment”]
■ To most scientist today, this is a banal point
■ Consciousness may be found in all animals we see around us.

► Intelligence is the dynamic behavior of a whole animal
■ Language is not essential to intelligence
■ Language is “the cherry on the cake” and mathematics “the icing”.

► Evolution is neither optimization nor pure chance
■ It is a game that favors what gives some advantage
■ But it is limited to what an organism’s DNA is able to create.
■ And it turns out that creating cooperative behaviors is advantageous.

► Actors in a Nation are like Neurons in a Brain
■ [This last - the sociology-biology analogy - is misleading]
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4th distinction: Sociology differs from Biology
► Ackoff and others deprecated the long-drawn analogy
Herbert Spencer (1820 to 1903) social systems as organic systems.

► Biological organisms are homeostatic machines
► Social organizations are largely progressive and willful
Neurons in brain are

Human actors in a society are

mechanical

actors with free will (“choice” to Ackoff)

identified (by DNA) with a brain

able to flip between different roles in
(potentially conflicting) groups

dedicated to their role

not entirely committed to any role

unable to invent responses to stimuli

able to invent responses to stimuli

physically contained inside one brain

logically grouped by type or design

in contact with each other

connected remotely by communication
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Beware this widespread confusion
► Ackoff appeared to contradict his basic ideas by saying every
real-world human “organization” is a “system”
► Yet
■ Russell Ackoff (management science)
■ W Ross Ashby (cybernetics)
■ Peter Checkland (soft systems method)

► all wrote that a system is a "perspective" of a reality
► “It is a lazy, trite and usually unhelpful assumption that “the organization” is
“the system”… This is an intellectual retreat to Steam Age thinking that
equates a human organization with a mechanism - that throws away much
learning achieved over the past 150 years.” Ian Glossop

► Rather, a human “organization” is an entity in which observers
may perceive many different systems, some in conflict
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“On The Mismatch Between Systems And Their Models” 2003
► When Ackoff wrote on “On The Mismatch” he implied
Models

<create and use>
<represent>
System thinkers <observe and envisage > Systems

► More strictly speaking, he could have written on the mismatch between
■ concrete systems and abstract systems
■ entities and the systems they realise
Abstract systems
<create and use>
<represent>
System thinkers <observe and envisage > Concrete systems
Entities

http://avancier.website
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Abstract systems
<create and use>
<represent>
System thinkers <observe and envisage > Concrete systems
Entities

Abstraction
Ashby’s basic ideas
“Design for a Brain” (1952),
”Introduction to Cybernetics” (1956/7)
“Principles of the self-organizing system” (1962)
(You can find and read these on the internet)
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Six of Ashby’s ideas to be pursued in what follows
1. To make sense of things, we convert the continuous to the
discrete.
2. A system is an abstraction – a set of variables and rules - selected
by observers.
3. Many real-world entities can realise one system.
4. Many systems can be abstracted from one real world entity.
5. There are two kinds of adaptation
■ changing a system’s state
■ changing its rules.
6. There are two kinds of self-organization
■ connecting parts in a whole
■ improving from bad to good.
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http://repository.upenn.edu/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?article=1132&context=asc_papers

Klaus Krippendorff (a student of Ashby)
1.

To make sense of things, we convert the continuous to the discrete
■ "Differences do not exist in nature. They result from someone drawing distinctions and
noticing their effects.”
■ “Bateson's ‘recognizable change’ [is] something that can be recognised and observed."

2.

A system is an abstraction – a set of variables and rules - selected by
observers
■ "It is important to stress Ashby defined a system not as something that exists in nature
(which underlies Bertalanffy’s (1968) General Systems Theory).
■ "A system consisted of 1) a set of variables chosen for attention and 2) relationships between
these variables, established by observation, experimentation, or design."
■ “What we know of a system always is an ‘observer’s digest’.“
■ “Although second-order cybernetics (Foerster et al. 1974) was not known at this time, Ashby
included himself as experimenter or designer of systems he was investigating.”

3.
4.

Many real-world entities can realise one system.
Many systems can be abstracted from one real world entity
■ “Ashby insisted anything can afford multiple descriptions.”
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Quote from Ashby’s Inntroduction to Cybernetics” 1956

Ashby 1: we convert the continuous to the discrete
2/1. “The most fundamental concept in cybernetics is that of ‘difference’,
either that two things are recognisably different
or that one thing has changed with time…
We assume change occurs by a measurable jump.”

► We divide
■ continuous variable quantities into discrete enumerable amounts
■ continuous state change into discrete events
■ continuous system modification into discrete generations
► Having done so, we can recognize a discrete change in
■ The system’s state = the values of its variables
■ The system’s variables and rules = its “organization”
●

Change those variables or rules and you have a new system.
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The systems of interest here are inherently discrete
► We remember and describe the world around as composed of discrete
objects and phenomena.
► We describe social and business systems in terms of discrete entities and
events - abstractions we make from a continuous reality.
► The main interest here is the practical modelling of human and computer
activity systems.
► We do this in verbal ways, using words and graphical symbols that serve
as words.
► What we describe are discrete actors, discrete activities and discrete
variable values.
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Quote from Ashby’s “Design for a Brain” 1952

Ashby 2: Systems are abstractions made by observers
► 2/5. “every real machine embodies no less than an infinite number of variables,
most of which must of necessity be ignored.”

► A system is a set of variables and rules selected by observers
► That a system is a "perspective" of an entity or phenomena is deeply
embedded in the history of system theory.
■ A role defines some behavior performed by an actor (not the whole actor)
■ A system defines some behavior performed by an entity (not the whole entity).
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Quote from Ashby’s “Introduction to Cybernetics” 1956

Abstraction

Avancier

► “At this point we must be clear about how a "system" is to be defined.
► Our first impulse is to point at [some real-world entity] and to say "the
system is that thing there".
► This method, however, has a fundamental disadvantage: every material
object contains no less than an infinity of variables and therefore of
possible systems.
► Any suggestion that we should study "all" the facts is unrealistic, and
actually the attempt is never made.
► What is necessary is that we should pick out and study the facts that are
relevant to some main interest that is already given.”
Systems of variables and rules
<create and use>
<represent>
System thinkers <pick out and study> Facts of interest in
Material objects
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Ashby’s separation of systems from entities
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► An abstract system is a description or model of how some part of the word
behaves, or should behave.
► A concrete system is a realization of that, by a real-world entity
Abstract systems
<create and use>
<represent>
System thinkers <observe and envisage > Concrete systems
Entities

► The standard regular heart beat is a description or model of how a heart
behaves, or should behave.
► You own heart beating is a realization of that, by your heart
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Ashby idea 3: Many real-world entities can realise one system
► One abstract system may be realised by countless physical entities
Abstract systems
<create and use>
<represent>
System thinkers <observe and envisage > Concrete systems
Entities

► The game of poker may be realised by countless card schools.
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Ashby idea 4: Many systems can be abstracted from one real world entity

► One physical entity may act as many concrete systems

Abstract systems
<create and use>
<represent>
System thinkers <observe and envisage > Concrete systems
Entities

► One card school may play poker or play whist or share a pizza.
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Quote from Ashby’s “Introduction to Cybernetics” 1956 (6/14)

Many systems abstracted from one real world entity
► “Since different systems may be abstracted from the same real thing, a
statement that is true of one may be false of another.
► … there can be no such thing as the unique behavior of a very large
system [real thing], apart from a given observer.
► … there can be as many systems as observers
► … some so different as to be incompatible.
► … studying only carefully selected aspects of things is simply what is
always done in practice.”
Abstract systems
<create and use>
<represent>
System thinkers <observe and envisage > Selected behaviors of
Real things
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Quote from Ashby’s “Design for a Brain” 1952

Aside: more ideas from “Design for Brain”

Avancier

19/2. Each variable [numeric quantity] is a function of time.

2/9. The state of a system at a given instant is the set of numerical
values which its variables have at that instant.
2/10. A line of behaviour is specified by a succession of states and
the time-intervals between them. The first state is the initial state.

2/13. A system's field is the phase-space containing all the lines of
behaviour found by releasing the system from all possible initial states.
3/8. Given an organism, its environment is defined as those variables
whose changes affect the organism, and those variables which are
changed by the organism's behaviour.
3/11. The organism affects the environment, and the environment
affects the organism, such a system is said to have feedback.
5/3. A form of behaviour is adaptive if it maintains the essential
variables within physiological limits.
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Environment
Organism

Aside: Four lines of behavior (or state change trajectories)
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A Full function
■ continuously varying
B Part function:
■ sometimes constant
■ sometimes varying
C Step function:
■ jumps between constant states
D Null function
■ constant

(A system composed of part functions
is more readily stabilised)
http://avancier.website

Quote from Ashby’s “Design for a Brain” 1952

Ashby 5: There are two kinds of adaptation

Avancier

► “5/7. the word 'adaptation' is commonly used in
two senses which refer to different processes.
► [Consider body temperature maintenance as a
characteristic or mechanism]
► The change from a species too primitive to show
such a reaction to a species which had developed
the reaction as a characteristic.

May be observed as
a discrete modification
(acquiring a new characteristic)

► A member of the species, born with the mechanism,
a discrete state change
is subjected to cold and changes from not-shivering
(on using the characteristic)
to shivering.”
■ “3/14 survival occurs when a line of behaviour takes no
essential variable outside given limits.”
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Quotes from Ashby’s “Principles of the Self-Organizing System” 1962

Ashby 6: There are two kinds of “self-organization”
► Rule-using creation of structure or order (e.g. flight of geese)
■ “Changes from parts separated to parts joined”
■ “Self-connecting” “Perfectly straightforward”

► Rule-setting self-improvement
■ “Changing from a bad way of behaving to a good.”
■ “No machine can be self-organizing in this sense.”
■ “The appearance of being self-organizing can be given only by the
machine S being coupled to another machine x.
■ Then the part S can be self-organizing within the whole S+x.”
S+x

System x

Outcomes

System S
(worse)

Initiates

System S
(better)
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Confusion out there
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► Two kinds of adaptation
■ Rule-using creation of structure or order (e.g. flight of geese)
■ Rule-setting self-improvement
► Von Foerster’s use of the term “self-organisation” may be closer to
the first than the second.
► However, followers of von Foerster’s “second order cybernetics”
use the second meaning.
► Because a major concern of social systems thinkers is the
modification of a system’s rules – to be explored.
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Quotes Ashby’s “Principles of the Self-Organizing System” 1962

Can a system change itself?

Avancier

► Maturana said of systems (as he defined them)
■ “The notion of self-organization... is impossible.”

► Ashby said of systems (as he defined them)
■ “No machine can be self-organizing in this [bad to good] sense.”
■ “No system can correctly be said to be self-organizing and
■ since the use of the phrase tends to perpetuate a fundamentally
confused and inconsistent way of looking at the subject, the phrase is
probably better allowed to die out”

► Yet, we do intervene in systems to improve them
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“Second order cybernetics”
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► Said to be about self-organizing systems
► In my view, misleads people towards "relativism" and pseudoscience
► And is redundant, since “perspectivism” was already embedded in
Ashby’s general cybernetics
► And we can apply Ashby’s ideas to the improvement of systems –
to be discussed
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Six of Ashby’s ideas to be pursued in what follows
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

6.

Avancier

To make sense of things, we convert the continuous to the discrete.
A system is an abstraction – a set of variables and rules - selected by
observers.
Many real-world entities can realise one system.
Many systems can be abstracted from one real world entity.
There are two kinds of adaptation
■ changing a system’s state
■ changing its rules.
There are two kinds of self-organization
■ connecting parts in a whole
■ improving from bad to good.
S+x
System x
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Outcomes

System S
(worse)

Initiates

System S
(better)

A dozen or so system theory ideas to be going on with

Avancier

► System: describes an entity as actors interacting in activities to advance the system’s state
and/or transform inputs into outputs
► Coupling: the relating of subsystems in a wider system by flows.
► Flow: the conveyance of a force, matter, energy or information.
► Feedback loop: the circular fashion in which output flows influence future input flows
► Emergence: the appearance of properties in a wider or higher-level system, from the coupling of
lower-level subsystems.
► Holism: looking at a thing in terms of how its parts join up rather than dissecting each part.
► Information flow: the conveyance of information in a message from a sender to a receiver.
► Process: a sequence of activities that changes or reports a system’s state, or the logic that
controls the sequence.
► System environment: the world outside the system of interest.
► System boundary: a line (physical or logical) that separates a system from its environment, and
encapsulates an open system as an input-process-output black box.
► System interface: a description of inputs and output that cross the system boundary.
► System state: the current structure or variable values of a system, which change over time.
► System state change: a change to the state of a system.
► System modification: a change to the roles, rules or variables of a system.
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More distinctions
Abstract systems
<create and use>
<represent>
System thinkers <observe and envisage > Concrete systems
Entities
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5th distinction: an Entity differs from any System it realises
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► The biggest confusion in systems thinking discussion is between
■ a real-world entity: often a human social group or business
■ a system: a perspective of that entity's behavior
Abstract system
<represents>
Concrete system
<realised by>
Entity

The rules of poker.

The procedure of a church service.

A card school playing a game poker.
The members of a card school.

The members of a church.

► Note that same entity can realize other systems.
► NOBODY consistently and clearly distinguishes these
■ Ackoff didn’t, Ashby didn’t, but we should try
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A church service.

Are you a software engineer?
► Think

Abstract system
<represents>
Concrete system
<realised by>
Entity

Program code (compile time)
Program execution (run time)
Computer

► Observation of that same entity might yield other systems.
► E.g. a system that consumes electricity and produces heat
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Systems as complex types
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► An abstract system (describing some behavior) is
■ A complex type
► Concrete systems (performances of behaviors) are
■ Instantiations of that type
► Real-world entities are created, hired or employed to instantiate the type

Meta system
Abstract system
Concrete system
Real-world entities

LTA committee
Laws of tennis
A tennis match
Tennis players

Composer composing
The score of a symphony
A performance of that symphony
Orchestra members

► Note: one actor can play a role as composer and orchestra member
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Philosophy: system theorists tend to be empiricists and realists
► There is no absolute truth, only theories (e.g. Newton’s laws) that prove
useful when tested
► We can and do verify the knowledge encoded in abstract systems
► We test them socially, logically, and empirically by testing concrete
systems conform to abstract systems (that is the essence of EA)
► The conformance does not have to be perfect, only close enough to pass
the test of usefulness
Meta system
Abstract system
Concrete system
Real-world entities

LTA committee
Laws of tennis
A tennis match
Tennis players

Composer composing
The score of a symphony
A performance of that symphony
Orchestra members

► For more, read The Philosophy of Systems https://lnkd.in/dQNhNbd
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6th distinction: a Network differs from Systems it enables
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► A social system (concrete system)
■ A group of actors following the rules of a system
■ E.g. a card school playing game of poker

► A social network (entity)
■ A group of actors who inter-communicate without
constraint on their behavior
■ E.g. the members of a card school

► A human “organization” is only partly organized
► Think of it as a social network whose actors may
realize several systems, and act in some
disorderly and impromptu ways

Business

Nested

Ad hoc
Discrete

Cooperating
& competing

Disorderly
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Overlapping

Impromptu

x

Competing
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On “complexity science”
And its application to SIMPLE systems
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Video: https://lnkd.in/gA_b7Ze

Complexity theory – is it a theory or a jumble of ideas?
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Complexity science embraces study of
► Systems in which actors have a degree of autonomy
■ Often, many actors playing the same role, following the same rules
■ E.g. a flight of geese
► Structural patterns
■ E.g. the pattern in a leaf
► Mathematical models for such “complex systems”
■ What mathematicians call “complex” may look simple to you
■ What they call a system may be a passive structure
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What (here) is a SIMPLE system?
► A SIMPLE system has few variables and few rules.
► E.g. The pattern in a flight of geese
■ which is used to illustrate “order from disorder”

► E.g. A coupling of wolf and sheep populations in a causal loop
■ which can have a “chaotic line of behavior”
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Video: https://lnkd.in/gA_b7Ze

Four domains of complexity science

► To be discussed on the next 25 slides
■
■
■
■

NETWORKS (network types, structures, graph theory)
ADAPTATION (cybernetics, game theory, evolution)
NON-LINEAR SYSTEMS (feedback, chaos, instability)
SELF-ORGANIZATION (emergence, synchronization, pattern formation)

► Beware that complexity means different things to different people.
► And SIMPLE systems can have properties attributed to complex
ones.
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Video: https://lnkd.in/gA_b7Ze

NETWORKS (network types, structures, graph theory)
► About the connectivity in a topology.
■ in chemical structures (atoms, molecules)
■ in plant structures (leaves, flowers, seed cases)
■ in man-made networks (road, rail, communication, social)

► Measures include
■ average path lengths
■ centrality.
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NOTE

Avancier

► Some say a topology is the “architecture” of a system.
► It may describe
■ a structure output from and/or updated by a system
■ a network of communication channels needed for remote interaction
► But a topology is a passive structure - rather than a dynamic system
► A network differs from systems it enables.
► There are SIMPLE networks
► A SIMPLE system can run over a complex network.
► (An interesting phenomenon is how the rules or results of a system
may change as the connectivity between actors increases.)
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Video: https://lnkd.in/gA_b7Ze

ADAPTATION (cybernetics, game theory, evolution)
► Dynamic systems change over time.
► Typically in response to changes in their environment.
NOTE
► You can have SIMPLE self-regulating systems (e.g. predator-prey).
► You can have SIMPLE games.
► Ashby distinguished two kinds of adaptation
■ changing a system’s state
●

Rule-using homeostasis (as in cybernetic control systems) and progression
(as the development of leaf pattern).

■ changing its rules
●

Rule-setting modification (as in biological evolution).
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7th distinction: Modification differs from State Change
► Rule-using state change

► Rule-setting modification of
behavior

Avancier

► Advancing the state variables of a
system
► Changing the variables or rules of a
system
► E.g. dealing a card in a game of poker
► E.g. changing the rules of poker
► E.g. heating water to boiling point
► E.g. inter-generation mutation in biology

► State change can be sudden,
dramatic, catastrophic, chaotic

► System modification is often
incremental

.
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8th distinction: Modification differs from Regulation
► Rule-using regulation
► A controller monitors the current
state of a target system
► Maintains or advances that state
■ E.g. maintains temperature
■ E.g. deals cards in a game of poker

► Rule-setting modification
► A process responds to long-term
outcomes of a system
► Changes the rules of the lower system
■ E.g. creates new DNA
■ E.g. redefines the rules of poker

Rule-using regulation
Regulatory
Control
System

State Change
Direction

Target
System

Avancier

Rule-setting modification
Outcomes

System vN

Initiates

System vN+1

Modification
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Hmm… rule-setting modification varieties
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► Which modifications arise from
■ outcomes of the system in operation?
■ the state the system has reached?
■ or both?

Social reorganization
Social
System vN
Reorganization

Programming

Social
System vN+1

Biological reproduction
Program vN

Programming

Two Adults
Fertilization

Program vN+1

Child

Metamorphosis

Phase change

Caterpillar

Water
Meta
morphosis

Evaporation
Steam
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Butterfly

Video: https://lnkd.in/gA_b7Ze

Aside: “The edge of chaos”
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► Natural evolution requires
1. Diversification: production of variety in system properties
2. Exposure of systems to environmental state changes
3. Convergence: selection of best adapted properties

► It is said that
■ Systems that are too simple cannot evolve.
●

So to make an agile system we must make it more complex

■ Systems that evolve too fast are chaotic
●

So, best to be “at the edge of chaos”?

NOTE
■ System evolution pace is usually driven by environmental changes
■ Sharks haven’t needed to evolve
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Video: https://lnkd.in/gA_b7Ze

NON-LINEAR SYSTEMS (feedback, chaos, instability)
► Actors interact in feedback loops to change a system’s state
► Every quantitative state variable has a Line of Behavior over time
► Negative feedback is said to be linear.
■ Though a homeostat’s state may oscillate
► Positive feedback is said to be non-linear
■ Non-linear exponential growth is unsustainable
■ The entity must crash, or flip to a new regime or configuration.
■ E.g. heated water flips from liquid to gas.

► Chaos
■ A chaotic system’s Line of Behavior is very sensitive to initial conditions.
■ E.g. Butterfly flaps wings > positive feedback > Tornado.
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https://www.public.asu.edu/~kirkwood/sysdyn/SDIntro/ch-1.pdf

NOTE on lines of behavior

Avancier

► Even SIMPLE systems can show a
variety of “behavior patterns”
► What makes one more “complex”
than another?

► Bear in mind a business is a
complex entity that may be
measurable by hundreds or
thousands of state variables
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SELF-ORGANIZING (emergence, synchronization, pattern formation)
► Emergence requires parts to interact (not simply be accumulated)
► When autonomous actors interact, following simple rules, a coherent
structural pattern can emerge.
► E.g.
■ a flight of geese
■ a shoal of fish
■ a leaf

NOTE
► Emergence is a feature of very SIMPLE systems
► What makes the "organization" created by the choreography of rule-using
actors more “complex” than an "organization" orchestrated by higher
actors?
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Remember Ashby’s two kinds of “self-organization”
► Ashby distinguished two meanings
■ connecting parts in a whole, and
■ improving from bad to good.

► Generalized as
1. Self-ordering: rule-using creation of structure or order
●
●

changing the state of a concrete activity system
exemplified in "self-connecting"

2. Self-modifying: rule-setting modification of behaviour
●

●

changing the organization (variables and rules) of the abstract system that a concrete
system realizes
exemplified self-improvement from bad-to-good

► We’ll go on to look at each in turn
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On rule-using creation of structure or order
► Some characterize complex systems by the emergence of order.
■ Unorganized to organized. Disorder to order. High entropy to low entropy.

► Autonomous actors consume energy to follow rules and connect in
and/or create a structural pattern.
► Order grows in proportion to the amount of chaos dissipated.
NOTE
► Order emerges in SIMPLE systems (e.g. a flight of geese).
► Order does exist initially, in the geese and their behavioral rules
► Is maintaining order in an already-orderly system continuous self"organization"?
► In cybernetics, energy supply is taken for granted (Ashby)
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Self-ordering: rule-using creation of structure or order
► The fish in a shoal, the geese in a flight of geese, are robots who
follow simple rules.
■ "autonomous" in that they
●

can and do live independently outside their roles in the system.

■ not "autonomous" in that they
●
●
●

are not self-aware,
cannot observe or change the rules of systems play roles in.
(which second-order cyberneticians regard as self-organization).
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1947: Ashby – Self-stabilizing “self-organization”
► “The cybernetician William Ross Ashby formulated the original principle of “selforganization”
► It states that any deterministic dynamic system automatically evolves towards a
state of equilibrium that can be described in terms of an attractor in a basin of
surrounding states.
► Once there, the further evolution of the system is constrained to remain in the
attractor.
► This constraint implies a form of mutual dependency or coordination between
its constituent components or subsystems.
► In Ashby's terms, each subsystem has adapted to the environment formed by
all other subsystems.” Wikipedia
► I read Ashby to say the attractor lies within the finite state space of the system.
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1960: von Foerster: Order from noise “self-organization”
► “The cybernetician Heinz von Foerster formulated the principle of
"order from noise.”
► It notes that self-organization is facilitated by random perturbations
("noise") that let the system explore a variety of states in its state
space.
► This increases the chance that the system will arrive into the basin
of a "strong" or "deep" attractor, from which it then quickly enters
the attractor itself.” Wikipedia
► I read von Foerster to say the system explores states in its own
finite state space, not in a volatile state space.
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“Order out of chaos”
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► “The thermodynamicist Ilya Prigogine formulated a similar principle
as "order through fluctuations" or "order out of chaos".
► It is applied in the method of simulated annealing for problem
solving and machine learning.” Wikipedia

► I gather “data science” includes:
■ machine learning – used to find “generalizable predictive patterns”.
■ data mining – used to find previously unknown facts in large data sets.

► If I understand correctly, the algorithms may discover new things,
but don’t modify the way they discover things.
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Various kinds of self-organization
► [These and other authors] use different, if related, definitions of selforganization.
► The effect of the environment on the system of interest is significant
in different ways. e.g.
■ as a source of constructive noise,
■ as a source of destructive noise,
■ as an entropy sink, etc.”
Will Harwood in discussion

► OK, but do they allow a system to modify its own rules while
running?
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Remember: “difference” is fundamental to cybernetics
► We must be able to recognize a discrete state change and a discrete system change.
► Ashby divides change into rule-using state change and rule-setting modification.
►
►
►
►

Consider a software system that overwrites its own script while running.
Ashby proposes this rule-setting modification requires at least two subsystems
S, a subsystem that does its job using the rules defined now.
x, a subsystem that determines and makes a change to the rules of S

► x might change S by
■ sending a message for S to read and change its own text
■ stopping Sv1, “reaching in” to change its text, and restarting Sv2?
S+x

x

Outcomes

S v1

Initiates

S v2
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Ashby’s second kind of “self-organization”
► Remember Ashby distinguished two meanings generalized here as.
1. Self-ordering: rule-using creation of structure or order
2. Self-modifying: rule-setting modification of behavior
► Of the second, as in self-improvement, Ashby said
“The use of the phrase [self-organization] tends to perpetuate a
fundamentally confused and inconsistent way of looking at the subject”
► Yet it is the meaning some use when talking about human groups
► How to square this with general cybernetics? See following slides.
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Maturana https://www.slideshare.net/Longsthride/74-the-organization-of-the-living-1974

On rule-setting modification of behavior - Maturana
► The biologist Maturana
■ differentiated the “structure” and “organization” of an organism
■ defined "organization“ as a "network of processes".
"the notion of self-organization... is impossible.
That is, if the organization of a thing changes, the thing changes".
(Maturana H (1987). "Everything is said by an observer".)
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Biological evolution as a meta process to organisms
► “[Consider] the process of evolution through natural selection.
► The function-rule (survival of the fittest) is fixed”. (Ashby’s Design for a Brain 1/9)
► The rules of organic living are encoded in an organism's DNA
► What process applies the “survival of the fittest” rule?
► The fertilization process (redundant to one organism’s survival)
■ reads the DNA of two organisms that survive and
■ writes the DNA of new (slightly different) organism?
► Like software engineers, it replaces system vN with system vN+1
Biological reproduction

Fertlization

Mating

Two Adults

Births

Child
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http://csis.pace.edu/~marchese/CS396x/Computing/Ashby.pdf

On rule-setting modification of behavior - Ashby
► "One of Ashby’s goals was to repudiate that interpretation of the
notion of self-organization, one commonly held to this day, that a
machine or living organism could change its own organization (or, in
his phraseology, the functional mappings).“ Goldstein

► Ashby built a homeostat to illustrate inter-generational modification
■ If the environmental conditions changed and
■ shifted variables beyond the range safe for the lower machine to function
■ a new higher level of the machine was activated

■ to randomly reset the lower level's behavior. (After Goldstein)

► Note: Ashby implied a re-organization principle - to re-organize a
system we need a distinct process or meta system
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On rule-setting modification of behavior
► THE SUGGESTION HERE
► The re-organization principle
► To re-organize a system we
need a distinct process or meta
system

► Given the successes, failures
or state of system version N
► A distinct process or meta
system may create a new
version N + 1
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As Ashby described self-improvement

System x

Outcomes

System S
(worse)

Initiates

System S
(better)

Generalized as self-modifying
Outcomes

System vN

Initiates

System vN+1

Modification

Let me try to generalise the re-organization principle
► Any entity that realises a system (S) must follow its rules.

► Where are the rules?
■ outside of the entity, in an abstract type (like the rules of poker)?
■ copied into the entity, as a program is loaded into a computer?
■ embedded in the entity, internalised, as in DNA?

► Wherever, actors playing roles in the system follow the rules.
► How to change S?
► Some process or entity (M) must change the rules of S in one of two ways
► Change an abstract system, then disseminate the new rules to entities.
■ An entity must stop realizing Sv1, read the new rules, and start realizing Sv2.

► Create a new entity, embedding the rules in it, and initiate its operation
■ Which is how biological reproduction and software engineering work
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Contrasting the two meanings of “self-organization”
► The rule-using creation of structure or order (e.g. flight of geese)
■
■
■
■

Initially, there is no order by way of centralized authority or control.
But there is order in the rules that actors must follow in their roles.
Geese, fish and leaf cells can’t change the structural pattern they produce.
Machine-learning algorithms don’t rewrite themselves

► The rule-setting modification of a social team’s behavior
■ People are not robots, dedicated to a role in forming a pattern.
■ They are creative; can redefine the rules of any system they play a role in.
■ When doing this, they act in a meta system to the system
How social system modification occurs
Outcomes

Baseline
System

Initiates

Target
System

Reorganization
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Perversely… a pattern that emerges in human “organizations”
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► A pattern often emerges in a large group of self-aware actors.
► That is, a hierarchy in which some actors (to some extent) accept directions
from some others.

►
►
►
►

That is not to promote fully centralized control
And not to deny giving every person a voice.
Only to note a hierarchy can reduce the inefficiency of pure anarchy.
Especially when survival requires many actors to play roles in a new system
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How to measure the complexity of dynamic system?
► To say a dynamic system is complex usually implies it has
■ many parts
■ many inter-part connections or dependencies.
► BUT does “many” refer to part types or part instances?
► Some may see a large school of fish as a complex system
► Others may consider it very simple.

► There is no widely agreed measure of complexity
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Complexity is a measure related to a description
► Complexity relates not to a complete or whole reality, but to an
arbitrarily abstract description of that reality.
► We can only measure the complexity of a thing with reference to
the parts it is described in terms of
► We necessarily ignore the internal complexity of whatever we
regard as *atomic* actors and activities. E.g.
●
●

●
●

atom
human actor,
software module, or
node in a network.
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How to measure the complexity of a system?
► Scores of measures have been proposed. E.g.
■ System I/O complexity (Function point analysis)
■ System state variety (Ashby’s naïve measure)
■ System structure complexity (Poli called this complication)
●
●
●

■

Number of atomic actor/component types
Inter- actor/component relationship complexity
Inter- actor/component messaging complexity

System behavior complexity
●
●
●

Number of atomic action types (e.g. lines of code)
Process logic complexity (McCabe)
Line of Behavior complexity (System Dynamics)

► Curiously, complexity scientists tend to use last measure
► Though SIMPLE systems can have complex Lines of Behavior
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What is NOT complex?

Avancier

► Suppose, in a substantial body of Helium gas, the atoms behave in
an entirely chaotic way.
► Is it complex?
■ We must agree the bottom-level of description, say atoms
■ Suppose we ignore their internal structures and behaviours

► Is it a system?
■ If there is chaos - no order - no pattern of behavior - there is no system.

► Surely, the gas is a simple entity from which no system can be
abstracted?
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Some thinkers draw questionable equations
► “Complex” = “non-linear”
■ “Non-linear” is meaningless in much systems thinking discussion

► “Complex” = “chaotic” - meaning disorderly activity?
■ Disorderly, adhoc, activity is the very antithesis of a system.

► “Complex” = “chaotic” – meaning as in maths?
■ (State change trajectory sensitive to small changes in initial conditions)
■ Simple deterministic systems can be chaotic in that way

► “Complex” = “unpredictable”
■ Simple deterministic systems (e.g. a predator-prey causal loop) have
unpredictable outcomes.

► “Complex” = “coping with uncertainty”
■ Simple systems must be carefully engineered to cope with uncertainty in
the time or volume of inputs
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As I understand them, Ashby, Forrester and Maturana
► Each approached “self-organization” from their own direction.
► Each accepted a concrete system can (by following its abstract rules)
self-assemble or change state in complicated ways.
► But each eschewed the idea of continuously-changing rules, because
a system is defined by its rules.
► To be consistent with that concept of a system, what sociology and
management science discuss is better called a continuouslychanging social entity, or social network, in which the actors may
now and then modify the systems employed
Social entity or network
Outcomes

System vN

Initiates

System vN+1

Modification
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Some thinkers speak of “Complex Adaptive Systems”
► The term is often applied questionably to social entities where
■ “Complex” has no agreed definition or measure
■ “Adaptive” implies continual change, meaning there is no
describable or testable system
■ “System” is a human “organization”
► Surely better called “complex evolving entities or social networks”

Abstract systems
<create and use>
<represent>
System thinkers <observe and envisage > Concrete systems
Entities
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Some differentiate “complicated” from “complex”
► Every entity that realizes a system is infinitely complex.
► Every abstract system has a finite complexity – some call that
merely “complicated”
Abstract systems
<create and use>
<represent>
System thinkers <observe and envisage > Concrete systems
Entities

► But still, some models are very complex by any normal standard.
■ Especially software systems, for example, I read that
●
●
●

Facebook: over 60 million lines of codes
Linux Kernel: 15 million
F35 Lockheed fighter jet 9 million.
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On cybernetics in business
Reconciling general and second-order cybernetics
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Business "organization" = system?
► A business is a real-world entity
■ It may realize many business systems, some in conflict
Business systems
<create and use>
<represent>
Observers <observe and envisage > Business operations
Enterprise

► The business is infinitely complex
■ A business system is a relatively simple pattern of behavior.

► The business changes continually
■ A business system does not, else there is no describable or testable system
■ However, a system can be changed incrementally
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How to identify/describe discrete business systems?
► Start with what Ashby called a "main interest“:
■ A Goal/Objective of the business
■ A required Output/Product provided by a Service

Avancier

Business systems
Impromptu

Nested

► Work back from that to identify the necessary
■ Inputs required to product Outputs
■ Behaviors: Processes/Activities
■ Structures: Roles, Components, Organizations, other Resources

Ad hoc
Discrete

Cooperating
& competing

Disorderly

AND/OR
► Find a suitable "reference model“ and look for functions or processes
named in that model
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Overlapping

x

Competing

After Ashby’s “Introduction to Cybernetics” 1956

Ashby’s ideas recap

Avancier

► A system is an abstraction from a real-world entity
■ (be it observed or envisaged)

► Many systems can be abstracted from one real-world entity
■ (depending on what facts the observers are interested in)

► Many real-world entities can realise one system
► Cybernetics explains the coupling of control and target systems
Environment

Control
System

Inputs
State changes

Outputs
Target
System

Directives
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Applying Ashby’s cybernetic ideas to “management science”
► A system is an abstraction from a real-world “business”
■ (be it observed or envisaged)

► Many systems can be abstracted from one business
■ (depending on what facts the observers are interested in)

► Many real-world businesses can realise one system
► "If cybernetics is the science of control, management is the
profession of control.“ Stafford Beer
Market

Inputs
Business
Management

State changes

Outputs
Regular
Business
Operations

Directives
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After Ashby’s “Introduction to Cybernetics” 1956

Ashby’s Law of Requisite Variety

Avancier

► "The larger the variety of actions available to a control system, the
larger the variety of perturbations it is able to compensate".
► Conversely, the more a target system can deviate from a desired
norm or direction, the more a control system must know and be able
to do
► Further reading here
http://grahamberrisford.com/AM%204%20System%20theory/Ashby%20-%20law%20of%20requisite%20variety.htm

Environment

Control
System

Inputs
State changes

Outputs
Target
System

Directives
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There is a spectrum of mutual dependence
► Two entities/systems may be
■ Designed to work together
■ Highly dependent on the coupling
between them

► The world is a mess of systems in
which any two entities/systems may
■ Have many inputs and outputs
■ Have many other related systems
■ Have many controlling influences
■ Be relatively independent

Avancier

Heating system
Information

Thermostat

Information

Heater

Market
Information

Manufacturer
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Information

Retailer

If you want to use general cybernetics in business
► First, you have to know the variables that are truly critical to what
you want to control
■ Easy in electrics, mechanics and biology
■ Difficult in economics and sociology
●
●

“The Pretence of Knowledge” Hayek, 1974
“Fooled into believing that the measurable variables are the most critical,
economists propose “solutions” that actually worsen the problem.”

► Second, you have to know you can control them
■ Are the levers in your hands?
■ Are other forces more powerful?
■ Are you trying to control a living entity with its own will?
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Five questions for a cybernetic controller
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1. Do you know the critical variables in the state of the target?
■ See “Theory of Constraints”

2. Can you measure the values of those state variables?
3. Can you detect target system state changes in an acceptably reliable and timely
fashion?
4. Can you respond to state changes by sending directives to the target in an
acceptably reliable and timely fashion?
5. Will the target respond in a reasonably predictable and deterministic way?

Market

Inputs
Business
Management

State changes

Outputs
Regular
Business
Operations

Directives
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“Theory of Constraints”
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► Promoted for the management of a manufacturing & supply chain
business by Goldratt, Dettmer and Shragenheim
► Measure and control a business by three variables.
■ Inventory = money invested in purchasing things.
■ Operational expense = money spent to turn inventory into sales.
■ Throughput = the rate at which the business generates money through sales.

► A simple methodology
■ Look for the throughput bottleneck, remove it, look for the next…
► Logical thinking processes like:
1. Gain agreement on the problem
2. Gain agreement on the direction for a solution
3. Gain agreement that the solution solves the problem
4. Agree to overcome any potential negative ramifications
5. Agree to overcome any obstacles to implementation
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Business systems control people only in particular roles
► In a human “organization” or institution
■ a control system is designed to monitor and direct
■ a very, very limited range of possible human activities.
► Systems descriptions
■ contain no human actor or brain
■ contain only roles people are asked to play
► To design a management/control system implies an expectation
that most humans will play their roles in a reasonably predictable
and deterministic fashion
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When does a disturbance become a control?
► Fritjof Capra is quoted as saying: "You can never direct a living
system; you can only disturb it."
► More strictly speaking: “You can never direct a living entity; you
can only disturb it.”
► Rule-using regulation
■ To see a disturbance as a control is to see the entity as a system
whose response (in a given state) is predictable.
■ And for the control to be effective - the entity must be impelled to
follow the rules of that system.
► Rule-bending willfulness
■ To some extent, the success of a business depends on people
■ reacting to unforeseen disturbances in rational ways
■ judging when to ignore or change the rules of described systems.
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How does cybernetics apply to business system change?
► Here, our re-organization principle is that to re-organize a system we
need a distinct process or meta system
Business System Change
Outcomes

Business
System vN

Initiates

Business
System vN+1

Modification

► 1970s, von Foerster undermined general cybernetics
► In “second order cybernetics” he spoke of “self-organizing systems” in
which “observers” change the variables and rules of systems they act in
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Von Foerster’s “second-order cybernetics.”
►
►
►
►
►
►
►

“Knowledge is a biological phenomenon” (Maturana, 1970).
“We cannot know the essences of things in themselves; all we can know is what we know as abstracting
nervous systems.” Alfred Korzybski
“Each individual constructs his or her own reality" (von Foerster, 1973).
"The environment as we perceive it is our invention." (von Foerster, 2007).
“Knowledge "fits" but does not "match" the world of experience” (Glasersfeld, 1987).
“All experience is subjective” (Gregory Bateson).
"Objectivity is the delusion that observations could be made without an observer." (von Foerster).

► All the quotes above are both true and yet misleading about systems
► We can and do verify the knowledge encoded in system descriptions
► We test them socially, logically, and empirically by testing systems in operation
conform to system descriptions (that is the essence of EA)
System descriptions
<create and use>
<represent>
Observers <observe and envisage > Systems in operation
Enterprise
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How to reconcile Ashby and von Foerster?
► The suggestion is that a system cannot change its own rules.
► To do that, a distinct process or meta system is needed.
► In biology, the roles of cells in organisms are changed
► by the distinct process of biological reproduction.
► In sociology, the roles of actors in social systems are changed
► by the distinct processes of observers

► And (confusingly perhaps) one person can play both roles, actor
and observer.
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How to reconcile Ashby and von Foerster?
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► Using Ashby’s general cybernetics, we simply differentiate
■ The roles actors play in business operations
■ The different roles the same actors play as observers
Business systems
<create and use>
<represent>
Observers <observe and envisage > Business operations
Enterprise

Business system change
Modification
Meta System

Outcomes

Business
System vN

Initiates

Business
System vN+1
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Incremental business system change
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► A business can be truly self-organizing where
► the people who play roles in operational systems
► also play roles in the distinct process or meta system, be it
■ emergent design - as in agile development
■ intentional (up front) design - as in enterprise architecture

► One actor, two roles
Business system change
Modification
Meta System

Outcomes

Business
System vN

Initiates

Business
System vN+1
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Corporation = Homeostat?
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► “The tendency to self-adjust is
known as homeostasis, and it’s
ubiquitous in both the natural
and the mechanical worlds.
► For Beer, in fact, corporations
are homeostats.
► They have a clear goal—
survival—and are full of
feedback loops: between the
company and its suppliers or
between workers and
management.

► Certainly, feedback loops abound.
► But remember the distinction drawn
in the section on “Complexity
science”.
► Homeostasis means rule-using
regulation.
■ Actors monitor and maintain state
variables values in a desired range.

► It does not mean rule-setting
modification of behavior

► “The Planning Machine: Project
Cybersyn and the origins of the Big Data
nation” Evgeny Morozov 2018
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Beer’s “Viable System Model”
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► Beer’s VSM is a reference model
for managing business operations
► It is not “isomorphic” with a brain
(see https://bit.ly/2uPxFn5)
Rule-using regulation

► More about the meta system that
the systems
► Beer could more clearly have
distinguished two kinds of “control”

Regulatory
Management

State Change
Direction

Regular
Business
Operations

Rule-setting modification
Modification
Meta System
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Outcomes

Operations
vN

Initiates

Operations
vN+1
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The system theory that underpins
Enterprise Architecture
Illustrated using ArchiMate (though the notation is not important here)
And concluding with a meta model that makes sense of TOGAF 9
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The ecosystem of a business
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► The ecosystem of a business usually contains a meta system that
observes and changes its operational systems
► That meta system typically contains the EA and PMO functions
► EA models operational systems

► Ideally, operational system actors are engaged in the modelling process
► One actor, two roles
The ecosystem of a business

EA and PMO

Outcomes

Baseline
operations

Initiates

Target
operations
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“An enterprise is a system of systems”?
► A business is
■ an infinitely complex social network in which people
often act in ad hoc ways
■ unlike a homeostatic animal or machine, only systemlike in particular behaviors

► A business is a mess of systems
■ employs many systems, coordinates some of them
■ progresses many state variables, regulates some of
them
■ extends, changes and digitizes its systems incrementally

► EA strives to tidy up the mess, but cannot
standardize, coordinate and digitize all activities
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A business and its systems
Impromptu

Overlapping

Nested

Ad hoc
Discrete

Cooperating
& competing

Disorderly

x

Competing

Principles of activity system modelling
► Architects model how the parts of a system interact in a whole
► The whole (or top) is the entity you choose to describe systematically –
perhaps an enterprise.
► The elementary parts (at the bottom) include
■ atomic activities performable without further definition.
■ individual actors and components that can be bought, hired or
employed to perform activities
► At a higher and more abstract level, architects model
■ motivations
■ behaviors needed to meet the motivations
■ information needed to complete the behaviors
■ structures needed to perform the behaviors
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URL for explanatory notes: https://lnkd.in/gTAh9iW

An activity-centric meta model
Motivations
A goal/objective is an outcome to be
achieved.

Goal/
Objective

Behaviors meet motivations.

Business
Service

Avancier

Elements can be composed and
decomposed in hierarchical
structures.

A function groups activities (or lower
level functions) that are logically
cohesive.

A service contributes to goals by
delivering a service or product.
A process sequences some or all
activities needed to complete a service.

Information is created and used

Data Entity

A data entity records something a
business must remember.
An Information service enables
business activities

Information
Service

An application provides information
services

Application

A technology provides computing
services to enable applications

A capability groups abilities (or lower
level capabilities) needed to perform
activities.

Function/
Capability

Process

To scope large businesses we build
logical hierarchies of functions or
capabilities

Atomic
Business
Activity

Structures perform behaviors.
Org Unit

Role

Technology
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An organization unit groups roles (or
lower level organization units) a
manager can be asked to manage.
Individual
Actor

A role groups activities an individual
actor can be asked to perform.

Functional Decomposition Diagram (cf. Capability Map)
A structural model of a business

Avancier

URL for explanatory notes: https://lnkd.in/gTAh9iW

This describes a business as a hierarchical
structure. It divides business operations into
logically distinct Functions.
To perform a Function a business needs
the corresponding Capability. So, a
Capability Map looks like a Functional
Decomposition Diagram – they are
indistinguishable in appearance and
possible uses.
To be realized, Functions/Capabilities must
be assigned to Organization Units. The
organization hierarchy may be the same (in
a “functional organization”) or different, in
which case Functions or Capabilities may
be mapped to Organization Units in a
matrix.

Strategic management functions
Fiscal and
accounting

Strategy

Risk and
Compliance

Performance

Operational functions
Sales

Marketing

Products

Customer care

Product
definition

Market
development

Distribution
channels

Customer
service

Customer
relations

Product
engineering

Campaigning

Sakes
execution

Service
channel

Customer
data

Money

Assets

Claims

Investment

Investment
performance

Banking

Accounts

Contracts
life cycle

Claim
settlement

Investment
portfolio

Asset
inventory

Cash flow

Money
market

Contract
admin.

Claim admin.

Support functions
Organization

HR

Process

Office

Facility

ITSM

Diagram adapted from an ArchiMate example
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URL for explanatory notes: https://lnkd.in/gTAh9iW

Services – the required behavior
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You can define each Service that a Function,
Capability or Organization Unit (also Application
or Technology) is required to provide, in a
contract.
Given a required Service, you can define the
Process(es) needed to complete it.

Service name: Turn data into insights
Entry conditions
Input: Data
Precondition: Data is available
Exit conditions
Output: Insight given managers
Value: Better decisions made
Quality of Service measures
Time: I day
Volume: Once a week
etc.

SERVICE CONTRACT
Service name
Entry conditions
Inputs/Supplies
other Preconditions
Exit conditions
Outputs/Products
other Postconditions
The value to users of the service
Quality of Service measures
Time
Volume
etc.

Given a required Service, you can
define the Process(es) needed to
complete it.
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Value Stream (cf. Process Flow) mapped to Capabilities
A behavioral model of business operations
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A Value Stream is a high-level, “end-to-end”
Process, divided into broad stages, each divisible
into several/many activities.

This <serves> arrow means "provides
functionality“.
In a high level process, you may link stages to
Functions, Organization Units or Capabilities,
Every end-to-end process may be decomposed
into shorter processes with shorter steps, and at
that lower level you may link steps to Roles
played by individual Actors.
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Diagram copied from a
Linkedin discussion of
ArchiMate

URL for explanatory notes: https://lnkd.in/gTAh9iW

A meta model that makes sense of TOGAF 9
Physical Structures

Logical Structures

Required Behaviors
Goal/
Objective

Motivation

Functions and Roles are logical components
definable (external view) by services provided
and (internal view) by activities performed.

Services can be
coarse-grained.
E.g. Sell a house.

Business
Service

Organisation Units and Actors are real
world (physical) entities that realise the
logical components.

Functional Decomposition
Capability Map

Goal/Obective/Service Diagram

Business

Avancier

Bus. Service Function Catalogue

Business
Function/
Capability

Organization Decomposition
Org/Function Matrix

Org Unit
Org/Actor Catalogue

Process/Event/ Control Cat.

Process/ Value
stream

Process Flow
Business Scenario

Role

App Use Case Diagram

Actor/Role Matrix

Actor

Role/App Matrix

Process App Realisation Diagram

Information
Systems

Services can be
coarse-grained.
E.g. use cases or epics

Application
Service

Data Entity

Technologies

Technology
Service

Application
Interface

Application
Component

Logical Data
Model

Data
Component

Technology
Interface

Technology
Component
Technology Component Catalogue

Technical Reference Model
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How to modularize a large system?
► Divide it into N subsystems, then for each long-running process
■ Either "choreograph" the subsystems to complete each process
by inter-communication.

■ Introduce a process controller to "orchestrate" the subsystems.
■ Put all the process controllers into 1 subsystem, and you have a
system of N+1 subsystems.
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Later today: system ideas employed in EA
➢ The evolution of human memories, messages, social and business systems
➢ Hierarchy
➢ Decomposition of systems into smaller systems/components
➢ Decomposition of processes into shorter processes
➢ Information input and output
➢ Encapsulation of systems behind interfaces
➢ Coupling by I/O feedback (as in Ashby's cybernetics)
➢ For messages: formal grammars and Shannon's information theory
➢ System state
➢ A system has a model of what it monitor and directs (Conant-Ashby theorem)
➢ For memories: data modelling using predicate logic
➢ System structure
➢ Centralization v distribution: design patterns
➢ Distribution of system state between subsystems (CAP theorem)
➢ Synchronization of subsystem state: design patterns
➢ System behavior
➢ Delegation of required services from clients to servers
➢ Declarative specification of behavior in service contracts (Hoare logic).
➢ Deterministic processing of events wrt to system state (DEDS).
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What about domain-specific models?
► There are many models for social and business organizations
► In terms of system theory – they are abstract systems

Abstract reference models
<create and use>
<represent>
Consultants <observe and envisage > Business operations

► EA reference models: BIAN, SCOR, ProAct etc.
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A dozen distinctions
That systems thinkers should draw
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9th distinction: Recursion differs from Decomposition
► Hierarchical decomposition
■ Body
●

► Recursion (fractal, same at every level)
■ Crystal

Organ

●

□ Cell
–

Avancier

Crystal
□ Crystal

Organelle

–

► Abstract system descriptions
are often hierarchical,
► They are rarely recursive or
fractal.

Crystal

► A fractal is an irregular object with an infinite
nesting of structure at all scales.
► It complexity (called its “fractal dimension”) is
the same at all levels
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10th distinction: Designed systems differ from Natural ones
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► A natural system (solar system,
organism) evolves by chance
before it is described.

► A designed system (the rules of
poker) is described before it is
realized.

► You may abstract the system
from observation of an entity that
realizes it.

► You may realize it by giving the
abstract system to a concrete entity
(a card school) with the ability to
read and realize the description.
► Or by building a machine.

► (Or would you say DNA evolves
and an organism realizes the
system described in its DNA?)
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11th distinction: Systemic differs from Complete
► To contrast “systematic” and “systemic” thinking is questionable
► Properly speaking, “systemic” means pervasive or throughout a
body (like corruption, a drug or a disease).
► In systems thinking, it often means a) dividing a thing or situation
into parts and b) observing or designing how parts interact to reach
some aim of the whole.
► So, “systemic”
■ does not exclude reductionist thinking
●

You must first identify the parts to be related

■ does not mean comprehensive
●
●

A system is only one perspective of real world phenomena
Other systems may be abstracted from the same phenomena

■ does not mean complete
●

You ignore how the parts work internally
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12th distinction: Isomorphism differs from Equality
► Ashby wrote: “two machines are isomorphic if one can be made
identical to the other by simple relabelling"

Machine

Electrical Circuit

► In physical reality, the two machines are not the same or equal
► In abstract measures and models, their input and output variable
values, or internal elements, may brought into 1 to 1 correspondence
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Principles of “isomorphism” in hierarchical businesses
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To manage a complex reality we often organize it, or a description of it, under a hierarchical tree.
E.g. Imagine that
► Business A contains 10,000 actors "organized" under a tree.
■
■
■
■

Actors appear at the bottom.
Higher-level nodes name successively larger groups of actors.
Each node has a manager who deals only with personnel matters and reporting.
Actors perform activities in cross-organizational processes, regardless of the tree.

► Business B also has 10,000 actors organized under a tree.
The two trees may fully correspond (1 to 1) or else clash.
► If (a) the trees correspond, the businesses are structurally isomorphic
■ though actors may perform different activities.

► If (b) the businesses perform the same activities, the systems are behaviorally isomorphic
■ though their two trees may clash

► If both a and b, the businesses are fully isomorphic.
Trees may correspond at a high level (sales, operations, finance etc) yet clash at a lower level.
See later presentation on the science of hierarchical structures
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A dozen distinctions
Logical boundaries differ from Physical ones
Holism is Relative rather than Absolute
Progression differs from Homeostasis
Sociology differs from Biology
An Entity differs from any System it realizes
A Network differs from Systems it enables
Modification differs from State Change
Modification differs from Regulation
Recursion differs from Decomposition
Designed systems differ from Natural ones
Systemic differs from Complete
Isomorphism differs from Equality
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More things social systems thinkers should be trained to detect
► Attributing an improvement to a particular intervention, where real
reason is “The Hawthorne Effect”
► Misreading a correlation of A to B, as A = cause and B = effect

► Also: “Seven signs and symptoms of shamanism or pseudo science”
A hidden agenda
2.
The misuse of scientific terms or concepts
3.
A misleading analogy
4.
The fear of calamity
5.
A questionable correlation or statistic
6.
The rare success case
7.
A theory that cannot be disproved
https://bit.ly/2vQ0Hmi
1.
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Further observations
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My beef
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► System theory terms and concepts make sense.
► They have a sound basis in science and mathematics.
► And some apply well to EA.
► Unfortunately
► Some biologists naively apply the concepts to sociology
■ Sorry Varela, but the people in a nation are not like the neurons in a brain.

► Some in the humanities abuse the terms

http://avancier.website

Beware ambiguities in terminology
► Some borrow terms from system theory
■ E.g. Holism, Emergence, Chaos, Non-linear, Fractal, Isomorphic

► But use them in loose and ambiguous ways
► A result is pseudo profundity and pseudo science
► E.g. “The use of the phrase [self-organization] tends to perpetuate a
fundamentally confused and inconsistent way of looking at the subject, the
phrase is probably better allowed to die out” Ashby

http://avancier.website
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Much called "systems thinking” isn’t
► It is better called social entity/network thinking
■ about human groups and institutions
■ concerned with matters psychological and sociological
■ little to do with something well-called a "system".

► It may involve:
■ helping people to define goals
■ helping people to reach goals
■ motivating people
■ designing a management structure

http://avancier.website
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Social entity/network thinking
► What “management scientists” call “organizations” are not wholly
organized, they are human institutions in which
■ much of what actors do is not orderly or systematic
■ many discrete, sometimes conflicting, systems may be observed

► Social entity/network thinking allows that people may
■ act unsystematically
■ change systems they realise.
► It may involve designing a meta system for handling feedback from
operations (cf. Beer’s VSM)
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Social entity/network evolution
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Social entity evolution
Reorganization
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Outcomes

Baseline
systems

Defines

Target
systems

Social entity evolution
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► The assertion describes a social entity rather than a system
► Social entities are often more progressive than homeostatic around an
equiliberal state
► The situation described is not rule-using regulation
■ A homeostat responds to disturbances by self-regulating state changes.
■ This is predictable and controlled behaviour.

► It is rule-setting modification (a meta system)
■
■
■
■

The actors in a social entity respond to failures and changes in aims
They "explore possible solutions".
Then “create new structures or behaviors” – new systems
This is unpredictable, though constrained by time, money and resources.
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What about Forrester’s System Dynamics?
► In so far as "abstract systems" in different
domains are the same, we can model them using
general cybernetics and system dynamics.
► Both define a system in terms of variables
maintained by rule-bound processes.
► Both abstract relatively simple and
understandable orderly behaviour patterns from
infinitely complex entities
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A model is never the whole story
► A causal loop diagram (CLD) is a theory.
► It is an "abstract system“, perhaps used to
■ tell a story
■ present insights
■ suggest a possible future.

► A CLD shows cause-effect loops observers abstract from the
infinite complexity of some real-world entities and phenomena.
► A CLD doesn’t and cannot describe the whole reality.
► Some CLD-like diagrams are more like mind maps
■ The nodes don’t represent stocks/quantities/variables?
■ The arrows don’t represent increases and decreases?
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Verifying the model?
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► A model is a good way to present the insights of the model maker;
to make them clear and explain them to others.
► But you may have
■ missed a significant stock or flow
■ or misrepresented the effect of a flow
► Is the model true, meaningful, accurate enough for use?

► To predict the future with any certainty requires a match between
■ the Line of Behavior predicted by an SD model
■ the Line of Behavior of real-world entities and phenomena
► And even then "chaos theory" may cast doubt on the prediction.
http://avancier.website

http://donellameadows.org/archives/leverage-points-places-to-intervene-in-a-system/

Meadows on leverage, where to “intervene” in a system
► Brilliant, in its way, noting the caution at the end.
► For me, the main message (1 to 3) is not to rely on a system model.
■ “Asked to show how major global problems might be solved,
■ Forrester made a model and came out with a clear leverage point.
■ Not only population growth, but economic growth.

■ What is needed is much slower growth, different growth, [even] no or
negative growth.”

► It seems this message has become totemic in some sociological
and political circles.
► As I see it, the problem is population, population, and then
population. (As Bernie Sanders recently seemed to acknowledge.)
► Did Forrester’s model not show that population growth declines
with GDP?
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More on systems
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► Time is change.
■ Nature, the universe, is an ever-unfolding process.
■ Every human society and so-called "organization" evolves.
► A system is an island of order.
■ It is bounded and abstracted from an ever-evolving reality.
► So, what is a system?
► What makes it more than just a thing or social group of interest?
► And what is system change / adaptation / self-organization?
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For wide and deep discussion of systems thinkers and their ideas
This System Theory page https://bit.ly/2yXGImr
Another source for cybernetics principles
Principia Cybernetica Web, F. Heylighen
http://pespmc1.vub.ac.be/TOC.html#HOWWEB
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Postscript
Clemson’s 22 principles of
“management cybernetics”
What is Management Cybernetics? (1984)
Barry Clemson (with Allenna Leonard)
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http://www.barryclemson.net/what-is-management-cybernetics/
Clemson on “management science”
► “In my 1984 introductory book on management
cybernetics I said that most books with the
words “science” and “management” in the title
are neither scientific nor good management.”…

Avancier

► Not in dispute here☺

► … “I claimed that management cybernetics, on
the other hand, is good science and teaches us
how to co-operate with the natural order of
things rather than continuously bloodying our
heads on stone walls.
► In that 1984 book, Allenna Leonard and I listed
22 laws, principles, and theorems of
management cybernetics.
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► See next slide

Clemson’s principles for management cybernetics
1. System Holism
Discussion of these
2. Darkness
22 principles has
3. Eighty-Twenty
been moved to
4. Complementarity Law
https://lnkd.in/gqkj6tc
5. Hierarchy
6. Godel’s Incompleteness Theorem
7. Entropy – the Second Law of Thermodynamics [of questionable generality]
8, 9, 10. Redundancy of Information, Resources and Potential Command
11. Relaxation time [of questionable generality]
12, 13. Circular Causality
14. Feedback dominance theorem
15. Homeostasis [of questionable generality]
16. Steady State [of questionable generality]
17. Requisite Variety Law
18. Conant-Ashby theorem
19. Self-Organizing Systems [ambiguous in this context]
20. Basins of Stability
21. Viability
22. Recursive System Theorem
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How the viability principle applies to EA
► Centralization v distribution of systems appears in several pairs of
contrasting design patterns.
► Each pattern can be viable, but each has different pros and cons.

See later presentation on centralizing v distributing design patterns
http://avancier.website
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